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Motivation
● So far, current adjacency algorithm 

used in the Horizontal Muon 
algorithm saves all TPs inside the
time window provided the adjacency 
condition is met.

● Goal: remove background within the 
time window requiring a threshold.

● The use of other TP information was 
explored.

● With ADC integral or ADC peak, 
background cannot be removed 
keeping track TPs.

Longest track
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Motivation
● One way to clean up the TA and 

select the longest track would be 
using not only channel, but also time 
information.

● Everytime channel adjacency is 
checked, there could be an extra 
condition. If TP time difference is less 
than a given tolerance we add TP 
information to a vector of TPs.

● Generate TAs with filtered TPs.

● Time tolerance must be determined 
checking TP information of tracks of 
interest.

Longest track



Flowchart diagram for adjacency trigger algorithm

Lorem Ipsum Lorem IpsumTrigger Primitives 
(TPs)

Goal: find longest 
track within a time 

window of 8000 ticks. 
Time and channel 

information are 
combined

Adjacency trigger
(based on adjacent 
hit collection wires 

threshold)

Trigger Activity 
(TA)

Time tolerance
TPs must also meet a 
time tolerance to be 
considered adjacent, 
i.e. of the same track.

Channel adjacency
TPs at adjacent 

channels. Channel 
tolerance accounts for 

TP skips.

VD-Coldbox data
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New algorithm logic
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New algorithm logic

Variable Role Name

Channel 
adjacency

Accounts 
for channel 
multiplicity

adj

Time 
tolerance

Max time 
difference 

admitted for 
adjacent 
channels

m_time_tolerance

Adjacency 
tolerance

Permitted 
channel 

skips 
m_adj_tolerance
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Cosmic ray rejection: new trigger algorithm performance

Before changes

µ+

e+
EM showers

µ

Adjacency threshold:  100 channels
Time tolerance:   time window length
Adjacency tolerance:     0 channels

Inputs
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After changes

µ+

e+

Longest track

Adjacency threshold:   80 channels
Time tolerance:           120 ticks
Adjacency tolerance:     5 channels

Inputs

Cosmic ray rejection: new trigger algorithm performance
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Adjacency threshold: 100 channels
Time tolerance:           100 ticks
Adjacency tolerance:     3 channels

After changes

Longest track

µ

e

Inputs

Cosmic ray rejection: new trigger algorithm performance
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Conclusions
● Combination of both TP channel and time information has proven an efficient option to clean up tracks of 

interest.

● Instead of saving the full time window, solely the longest track is saved.

● Relevant parameters to be considered in the config file are:
○ Adjacency threshold.
○ Time tolerance.
○ Adjacency tolerance.

● Same results as filtering by channel only are reproduced setting a time tolerance larger than the time 
window length.

● In case we wanted to save more tracks, code may be adjusted to fulfill the requirements.
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Trigger Primitive structure

To provide good sensitivity to different 
track topologies, each Trigger Primitive 
contains information such as the 
time-over-threshold of the waveform, its 
peak, its total charge, as well as the 
timestamp of the start of the waveform.
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Trigger Activity structure
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Trigger components and their interaction with other DAQ sub-systems
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Interfaces of Dataflow components with other TDAQ sub-systems
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Readout planes for Horizontal drift module
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Readout planes for Vertical drift module


